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Abstract
We present a simulation system that can simulate a three-dimensional urban model over time. The main novelty of
our approach is that we do not rely on land-use simulation on a regular grid, but instead build a complete and in-
herently geometric simulation that includes exact parcel boundaries, streets of arbitrary orientation, street widths,
3D street geometry, building footprints, and 3D building envelopes. The second novelty is the fast simulation time
and user interaction at interactive speed of about 1 second per time step.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.5]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Simulation and
Modeling [I.6.3]: Applications—

1. Introduction

In this paper we tackle a new interdisciplinary research
problem that has a significant geometric modeling com-
ponent: geometric urban simulation. While urban simula-
tion has been investigated for many years, even state-of-
the-art micro-simulation systems such as UrbanSim [Wad02,
WBN∗03] do not simulate detailed geometric aspects. In-
stead, they use regular grids as spatial data structure. Each
grid cell represents a collection of households and busi-
nesses, but no geometry is simulated. We aim at includ-
ing detailed urban geometry in an urban simulation, such
as exact parcel boundaries, streets of arbitrary orientation,
street widths, 3D street geometry, building footprints, and
3D building envelopes. This will allow us to create 4D cities
i.e. interactive three-dimensional urban environments that
change over time. An example is shown in figure 1.

Our system was motivated by three applications of 4D
cities. The most important application is the creation of dy-
namic content for interactive entertainment, especially for
the emerging 3D Web. For example, metaverses such as Sec-
ond Life and massive multi player games such as World of
Warcraft all are experimenting with the inclusion of dynamic
contents. The second application is educational gaming to
teach students about sustainability in urban systems simi-
lar to the famous simulation SimCity. We can enrich vir-
tual worlds by simulating time-depended phenomena such
as urban growth, transitions in land use, changes in build-

ing density, changes in the wealth and cleanliness of urban
neighborhoods, and changes due to transportation policies or
infrastructure. The third application is to make urban simula-
tion more comprehensible by visualizing alternative futures
of urban environments.

We believe that the best approach to tackle the problem is
to make the simulation inherently geometric. We therefore
create an urban simulation system by integrating geometric
rules and decisions for street expansion, traffic computation,
land use simulation, lot subdivision, and building envelope
construction. Our solution focuses on quickly recreating ur-
ban patterns such that medium size cities can be generated
interactively (which is significantly faster than existing sim-
ulations). Please note that we limit the scope of this paper
to show how to use urban simulation as an efficient model-
ing tool for computer graphics. The question that we try to
answer is how to model the three-dimensional geometry of
urban environments as it changes over time. Only in future
work we want to evaluate how urban planning applications
can benefit from our faster and more detailed simulation.

The main contributions of our work are: (1) We extend
previous procedural urban modeling methods in computer
graphics by modeling cities over time. Instead of creating a
single static city, we can create a sequence of urban config-
urations. (2) We are the first to propose an urban simulation
system that includes realistic geometric configurations that
are not forced into a regular grid. This leads to a significant
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Figure 1: We present an interactive simulation system that can simulate a three-dimensional urban model over time. Here, we
start the simulation by seeding with a single street segment to grow the urban environment. The user can interactively guide the
simulation. Total simulation time: 51s.

improvement of visual quality. (3) We present a fast simula-
tion at interactive speed that can be edited during simulation.

Please note that this paper excludes the modeling of sev-
eral changes to the three-dimensional geometry, such as the
influence of weather on materials, facade renovations, or
adding new rooms to existing buildings. The simulation is
mainly performed in two dimensions, but our geometry-
based approach (not grid-based) enables us to generate three
dimensional cities developing over time.

1.1. Related Work

Our work is most closely related to procedural urban model-
ing, especially street network modeling through L-systems.
The latter are a popular formalism for procedural model-
ing that was successfully applied to plant modeling [PL91].
Based on this pioneering work, several authors adapted
the idea of L-systems to street network modeling [PM01,
CEW∗08, CBAN07]. After a street network is generated,
shape grammars [Sti75, WWSR03, MWH∗06] can be used
to generate a city model including building geometry. While
these approaches model one static city with high visual and
geometric quality, none of these methods integrate simula-
tion to obtain meaningful urban growth over time or land
use.

Urban simulation in urban planning and social sciences
became fairly complex and current systems combine sev-
eral methods such as spatial interactions using gravity mod-
els [Gol71], cellular automata [Cou97, Ben97], agent-based
modeling [LZ98a, LZ98b], random utility theory [Mcf74],
and rule-based simulation [Klo99]. A good review of exist-
ing urban simulation can be found in [WU04]. The probably
most advanced and comprehensive system for regional sim-
ulation is UrbanSim [Wad02, WBN∗03]. UrbanSim can be
seen as system of interacting urban simulations. Due to the
complexity of urban environments, previous work in simula-
tion uses drastic geometric simplifications and aggregation.
For example, UrbanSim uses grid cells with a side length
of 150m. While this is considered a micro-simulation it pro-
duces a gridded output and is still at a scale that does not
capture any interesting visual geometric details for three-
dimensional urban visualization.

Initial urban simulation work in computer graphics
improves the visual quality of the output by adding
geometry [HMFN04, Wat07, LWW∗07] or image frag-
ments [AVB08, VABW08] in a post process.

The creation of a geometric urban simulation requires
studying urban design and land use planning. There are
several interesting books that we can recommend [Pun99,
Leu03, BGKR06]. The challenge is that geometric informa-
tion and rules that could be used to create a geometric ur-
ban simulator are rare, even in Christopher Alexanders fa-
mous book about design patterns [AIS77] and Space Syn-
tax [Hil96, Hil98]. The creation of geometric rules and de-
cisions requires synthesis from many different sources and
is a contribution of this paper. Architects and urban plan-
ners are typically very strong at drawing and visual presen-
tations. Therefore, we found sources with many illustrations
ultimately the most helpful (e.g. [GRC∗04]) as the synthe-
sis of geometric rules in the simulation had to be mainly our
own work.

2. Overview

The major challenge of this design is to integrate various
components into a coherent framework and to make sure
that all necessary geometric quantities are simulated. One
of our important insights was to let the simulation first cre-
ate planned geometry and have the actual building lag by
several time steps. That allows to simulate the effect of plan-
ning into the urban simulation.

2.1. City Hierarchy Definitions

An urban layout is a hierarchical geometric configuration,
consisting of a street network and city regions such as quar-
ters, blocks and lots (illustrated in figure 2). The street net-
work is a planar graph (V,E) with nodes V and linear edges
E. The nodes node[i] ∈ V have the following attributes: a
two-dimensional location node[i].pos ∈ R2, a flag to de-
note the hierarchy node[i].hierarchy ∈ {ma jor,minor} and
the growth flag node[i].growth ∈ {un f inished, f inished}.
The edges street[ j] ∈ E are line segments with the follow-
ing attributes: the indices street[ j].nodes ∈ IN2, the status
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flag street[ j].status ∈ {planned,built}, the classification in
the hierarchy street[ j].hierarchy ∈ {ma jor,minor}, and a
street width street[ j].width in meters. The induced cycles
of the street graph (V,E) give rise to blocks (represented
as polygonal faces). The quarters are induced cycles of the
graph (Vma jor,Ema jor) i.e. all nodes and edges are marked as
ma jor. The blocks can be further subdivided into building
lots. The latter store a land use type lot[k].lut and a scalar
land use value lot[k].luv describing its suitability.

Figure 2: The hierarchy of a city. In our definition, an urban
layout consists of major and minor streets, quarters, blocks
and lots. For example, the quarter shown in the center con-
sists of eight blocks.

2.2. System Pipeline

The input to our pipeline consists of: (1) the environment i.e.
the topography given as a height map, a water map, and a
forest map, (2) an initial urban layout configuration ranging
from a single street up to a larger (potentially already exist-
ing) city, (3) land use type definitions (see section 4), and
(4) user input data that can change over time to interactively
control the simulation. In table 1 we list the most important
user inputs. Our system pipeline is illustrated in figure 3.

Parameter Description

height map terrain as floating point image

citycenter[i] one or multiple city centers ∈ IR2

growthcenter[i] one or multiple growth centers ∈ IR2

streetgrowth[t] percentage of new streets per year
avgprice[t] average land price per year
street pattern[i] patterns defining street expansion
land use typet a set T of land use type definitions
goalt land use percentages for all t ∈ T
setbackt construction setback values
shape grammart building generation rules

Table 1: The most important user inputs in our system.

First, the street network of main streets expands accord-
ing to the centers and the growth rate streetgrowth[t] (see
section 3). New street segments street[i] are generated by a
stochastic growth process. For each street segment, we com-
pute a traffic value street[i].tra f f ic and update the traffic

Figure 3: Our system grows an initial urban layout accord-
ing to the given environment and user input. It consists of
the following components: street expansion including traf-
fic simulation, land use simulation, building lot generation
(subdivision) and zoning regulation. The output of the sys-
tem is a city layout (consisting of streets, lots and building
envelopes) that changes over time.

in the local neighborhood by using a traffic demand model.
This results in new planned major streets. And as soon as
enough traffic is on a new street, its status flag street[i].status
is set to built.

When a new quarter is generated by street expansion, its
dominant land use is estimated. The land use simulation
searches for the optimal land use type according to the user-
given definitions (see section 4). Note that our framework is
highly generic and can easily be configured to work with a
large number of land use types. Then, according to the quar-
ter’s land use, the minor streets are generated, again with the
street expansion algorithm. This results in new minor streets.

When a new block is generated by the minor streets, its
land use is estimated based on the same simulation algorithm
as above. The block is also recursively subdivided according
to its land use value resulting in one or several lots (see sec-
tion 5). The land use simulation is performed again on the lot
level. If the new lot is located near a built street, given zoning
regulations are computed, (according to the land use type)
resulting in the final building envelope. The latter describes
the volume wherein the final building will be constructed.

Our pipeline is designed such that individual components
can be executed in parallel or sequentially. In the parallel
mode each component of the whole pipeline is executed af-
ter each street expansion. In the sequential mode each com-
ponent is scheduled once after a given time step (usually one
month for interactive application or one year for video pro-
duction). Thus we first expand the major streets according to
the streetgrowth[t] parameter for one time step, then develop
the emerging quarters, blocks, and lots and finally compute
the traffic and land use accordingly. The outcome of the sim-
ulation is a 4D city. Figure 4 shows an example and in sec-
tion 6 we demonstrate several case studies.
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Year 10

Year 0
(user input)

Year 20 Year 30 Year 50

Figure 4: Example simulation of a city on a given street with one center (city and growth center are identical). This initial
configuration defined by the user is depicted in the small figure top left. The resulting lot land use is encoded in colors as in
table 5, planned streets are colored light gray and built streets dark gray. Note e.g. how the industrial zones (blue) relocate over
the years. Total simulation time: 58s.

while (expanding) {
node = sample(stage);
street = expand(node);
street = adapt(street);
if (legal(street)) {

add(street);
updateBlocks();

}
}

Table 2: Pseudo code of the street expansion algorithm.
Note that we use the same code for both stages of the al-
gorithm, just the sampling strategy depends on the stage.

3. Street Expansion

The expansion simulates growth of the street network. While
the expansion strategy is inspired by [PM01], our approach
has several differences: 1) In the original paper only the fi-
nal result was meaningful, but the streets were not built in the
correct order. In contrast, we use grow seeds (nodes which
generate new street segments) in a temporally meaningful
order. This can be done by selecting grow seeds via stochas-
tic sampling of the existing nodes, rather than seed prop-
agation typically used in context-sensitive L-systems. As a
consequence we can incorporate user input specifying pre-
ferred expansion directions. 2) We chose not to embed the
expansion in an L-system framework to make the implemen-
tation more efficient. 3) We present an incremental traffic
demand model which can be integrated in our more general
approach. This traffic demand model heavily influences the
land use simulation and is necessary to derive the widths of
the streets.

3.1. Expansion Strategy

Our solution to the street expansion has two stages: (1) Ex-
panding the major streets and (2) filling the resulting quar-
ters with minor streets. Table 2 gives a brief overview of
the expansion. The two stages differ in the sampling strat-
egy only. First, we compute the total number of streets to
be generated by multiplying the current number of streets,

streetgrowth[t], and the length of a time step. In the first
stage, we stochastically sample the street network’s unfin-
ished major nodes to select where a street expansion can
be applied, as follows: (1) The probability of selecting a
node is proportional to e− f‖node[i].pos−growthcenter[ j]‖2

which
depends on the distance from the nearest growth center j
and the user-controlled variable f (defining how strongly fo-
cused the growth is). (2) The overall ratio of the number of
major nodes with valence 2 (i.e. two incident major streets)
and the number of major nodes with valence 4 should corre-
spond to a user-defined ratio (per street pattern). This assures
that the size of quarters is fairly uniformly distributed. If a
new quarter originates, the algorithm switches to the second
stage and samples nodes within this quarter only, until the
quarter is completely filled out with minor streets. A node’s
growth flag switches to finished if its valence becomes more
than three or if the expansion fails multiple times.

For each selected node we have to choose the following
parameters to expand it: direction (straight, le f t, or right),
angle deviation φ and length l. If the node has valence 1,
the direction is always straight. If the node has valence 2,
we randomly pick left or right, and if the node has valence
3, there is only one remaining expansion direction (see fig-
ure 5). The parameters φ and l are chosen depending on the
street pattern. Similar to [PM01], we implemented three dif-
ferent street patterns (organic, grid and radial) which can be
controlled globally via maps i.e. by painting weights, or - es-
pecially for minor streets within a quarter - are determined
stochastically according to the user-defined land use types.
The specific street patterns are also defined by the user: (1)
For the organic street pattern, φ is chosen from a truncated
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and user-defined standard
deviation φσ. The length is computed similarly. (2) For the
grid pattern, the angle deviation is always 0 degrees so that
only two lengths ranges for the long and the perpendicular
short streets have to be defined. (3) For the radial street pat-
tern, there are two angle deviations. Either the next node lays
on a circle around the center with the same radius as the cur-
rent node, or the next node is on a ray pointing in the di-
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rection to or from the center. If no pattern-specific center is
defined, the nearest city center is taken.

Figure 5: General parameters for the street expansion.
Nodes with valence 1 (left) are usually expanded in straight
direction. For nodes with valence 2 (middle) we randomly
select if a left or right expansion is applied. Otherwise the
remaining direction is taken (right).

If a height map h(x,y) is given that maps every
node[i].pos to a height value z, we have to adapt a proposed
street segment as soon as its slope is above a user defined
critical slope sc. In this case, the goal is to align the direc-
tion of the proposed street to either minimize or maximize
its slope which is typical for streets in urban areas (e.g. San
Francisco). Therefore, we use a simple steepest decent al-
gorithm to align the proposed street segment (within angle
deviation φ) into the direction of either the minimum or max-
imum slope of the terrain (whichever is the nearer).

Similar to the local constraints of [PM01], the proposed
street segment is adapted to its local environment: (1) If an
intersection is detected the street segment is shortened and
the new node position is set to the intersection point. (2) To
prevent nodes near to streets and short street segments in
the future, we also enlarge the proposed segment by a factor
1.5 and test for a possible future intersection. If a future in-
tersection is detected we slightly enlarge the street segment
by setting the new node position to the future intersection
point. (3) To prevent close-by intersections snapping can be
used. A circle of user defined radius snapr (typically we set
snapr = 25m) is inspected for other street nodes. If there is
at least one node within this area, the proposed node position
snaps to the nearest node. (4) The length of street segment
is shortened, if it intersects with obstacles such as water,
forests, or external objects given as constraints to the sim-
ulation. If the length is below a minimal street length thresh-
old smin, the proposed street segment is rejected completely.
(5) If the slope of the street exceeds a user defined maximum
slope smax, the direction is aligned until its slope is below the

Figure 6: Legality tests. Proposed streets (gray) are adapted
(blue) to the local environment. From left to right: intersec-
tion, enlargement, snapping, avoidance and slope correc-
tion.

threshold (again via steepest descent and within angle devia-
tion φ). If the alignment did not succeed, the proposed street
is rejected. The five cases are illustrated in figure 6.

When all legality tests are passed the new node and street
segment are added to the existing graph data structure. If
snapping or an intersection occurred, new quarters (major
streets) or blocks (minor streets) may originate i.e. either a
new quarter or block is generated, or an existing quarter or
block is split into two. We can detect these cases by elemen-
tary algorithms from graph theory for detecting induced cy-
cles (we used a half-edge data structure for the graph i.e. cy-
cles can be easily found via traversal). Note that, although
their location will not change anymore, the newly generated
streets are just planned. A street will be only be built when
enough traffic demand is computed for the street. The com-
putation of the traffic is described in the following.

3.2. Traffic Simulation

The goal of the traffic simulation is to compute a traffic value
street[i].tra f f ic for each street segment i. This value denotes
the amount of people which are using a street segment per
day (related to the average daily traffic volume [AAS04]),
and is used in the computation of the street widths and the
land use simulation. Traditional traffic demand models fol-
low a four step procedure [McN00]. While modern systems,
e.g. TRANSSIM [Tra06], include several refinements, ex-
isting traffic demand models are unfortunately not suitable
for our purposes because: (1) The traffic demand models are
complex and include many external variables and data ta-
bles. We want to simplify real traffic demand models by ex-
tracting the components that are responsible for generating
interesting spatial distributions. (2) Existing traffic demand
models use aggregated data and work with larger blocks
while we need a traffic value for each individual street. (3)
Existing models work only with static cities. We want to use
the dynamic disequilibrium approach to incrementally com-
pute the evolution of traffic over time in a fast way.

We propose a stochastic model that uses sampling to dis-
tribute a discrete number of trips in the street network. A
trip k has a starting street segment trip[k].start denoting
the index of the start street segment, an end street segment
trip[k].end, and a volume trip[k].volume denoting the num-
ber of people transported on the trip. In the following we will
explain our basic model in three parts: (1) The outline of a
stochastic algorithm that selects new and existing street seg-
ments for trip generation. (2) The details on how to generate
and compute trips from one street[i]. (3) How to maintain a
matrix of estimated travel times distance[i][ j] between two
street segments i and j for a fast incremental algorithm. Fi-
nally, we explain two extensions for increased realism.

The overall algorithm works by selecting a set of street
segments for trip generation. For each selected street seg-
ment all trips previously generated for the street segment are
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deleted and new trips are computed. For each of the deleted
trips, the traffic values for all street segments that lie on the
trip are decremented by trip[k].volume. For each of the new
trips we compute all street segments that lie on the short-
est path from trip[k].start to trip[k].end and store it with
the trip. Then we increment the traffic value of all segments
of the trip by its volume. In a simulation step we select the
following street segments for trip generation: all newly gen-
erated street segments, all segments with a changed number
of residents street[k].residents, and a specified percentage
tra f f icresamplerate of street segments that see no change
in the number of residents. The latter allows us to consider
the dynamic traffic load and the growth of the system.

The number of trips starting from a street segment is pro-
portional to the residents living on the land adjacent to a
street (street[i].residents = ∑ lot[ j].residents). Please note
that we not only compute residents for residential lots, but
we also compute residents for lots of all other land uses de-
pending on how many people will be there during a 24 hour
period. For a street segment we compute n different one-
person trips with n = street[i].residents∗ tripsperresidents.
The destination of the trip is computed by sampling accord-
ing to trip attractiveness. The attractiveness of a trip ending
in street segment j depends on the distance (travel time) and
the number of residents at the street, i.e trip[k].attraction =
street[ j].residents∗ f (distance[i][ j]). The function f can be
1/x2 or an exponential function [McN00]. At the beginning
of the simulation we compute trips with a volume of 1 per-
son. At later stages we compute less discrete trips with a
higher volume, so that the total number of simulated trips
is approximately equal to a user specified constant. Figure 7
illustrates the trip generation and the resulting traffic.

Figure 7: We stochastically generate trips from each street
to compute its traffic value. Left: an example of 5 trips start-
ing at the green-colored street. Right: illustration of the traf-
fic values per street after the complete simulation (red dots
mark overloaded streets).

A challenge of the simulation is that we compute the
shortest path (distance[i][ j]) between the starting and end
point for each possible trip. The distance is affected by the
length of street segments on the path, the type of street and
its speed, and the angles between two street segments on the
path. The angle is used to include results from space syn-
tax [Hil98]; e.g. we rate a 90 degree turn as a straight 500m

drive. The computation of distance[i][ j] for a fixed i and vari-
able j is the shortest path problem and the computation of
distance[i][ j] for variable i and j is the all pair shortest path
problem [DE04]. The brute force approach requires compu-
tation time of O(n3) which is too slow. The main idea to ac-
celerate the computation is to use incremental computation,
and only updating the matrix when new streets are added to
the street graph or when a street segment i exceeds its maxi-
mum volume street[i].maxvolume. The maximum volume is
proportional to street[i].width. For this purpose we used a
dynamic all pair shortest path implementation as described
in [RR96], which is known to be very fast in practice (O(n)
in average and O(n2.5) in the worst case [DE04]). The in-
cremental implementation trades off computation speed for
memory. Fortunately, a careful implementation can keep the
memory overhead reasonable. In our case, we used n2 bytes
for the distances and n2/2 bytes to save the paths (with
n being the number of streets). For example, a street net-
work consisting of 2000 streets needs approximately 6MB
of memory.

We also included several extensions to the basic model.
First, we included a trip generation model that considers land
use values when selecting trip destinations. This requires to
model probabilities on how likely a land use type j is going
to be the destination of a trip from land use type i. This model
can easily be incorporated using stochastic sampling. Sec-
ond, if the city becomes too big we stop updating all short-
est paths and instead compute only the shortest paths for the
new trips with Dijkstra’s algorithm. On our hardware, spe-
cific trip updating with Dijkstra’s algorithm became faster
than the dynamic all pair shortest path algorithm for cities
with more than 10000 streets. Third, we simulated the de-
lay in planning and actual construction. While all streets are
generated as planned streets and are immediately included
in the traffic simulation, we actually only build a street if
the traffic value is above a user-defined threshold. Then the
street is marked as built and a temporary street width can
be computed according to the current street[i].tra f f ic value.
The final street width is computed after a user specified time
span. At this time, the maximum capacity of the street is also
set. In Figure 4 we depict new streets in light gray to illus-
trate the delay in planning and construction.

4. Land Use Simulation

This section explains how to assign land use values to ev-
ery lot in an urban layout. The land use values are needed
for the traffic simulation (the number of residents per lot de-
pends on the land use value) and the building construction
(to determine which type of building should be built). The
simulation tries to optimize a land use value function luv,
that measures the value of the urban configuration. In gen-
eral, land use simulation is very challenging because urban
systems are inherently complex and the simulation considers
time spans of several years. This leads to many uncertainties
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and it is therefore still not clear if complex simulations con-
sidering many variables can achieve a better accuracy than
very simple ones. In our simulation we first wanted to make
sure that we can work with detailed geometry and that the
simulation is much faster than existing solutions. In that con-
text we want to highlight two ideas that made our system
work well. Our simulation does not use an agent based ap-
proach that is prevalent in many social sciences to a sim-
ulation focused on polygonal regions picking their optimal
land use. According to our initial experiments, this allows
to speed up the computation by one to two orders of mag-
nitude. Additionally, we control the proportions of land use
via global settings. This allows to keep the simulation stable.

An important design choice of our system is to implement
a generic land use simulation. We therefore allow a designer
to define a set of possible land use types T . A land use type
is defined as a convex combination of individual land use
valuation functions. In most of our example simulations, we
experimented with a set of seven land uses, that are typical
for most cities (described in the additional material). Please
note that new land use types can be added easily by a user.

4.1. Simulation Algorithm

The total system value luv is defined by the global land use
goals of the simulation and the local land use goals:

luv = λglobal · luvglobal +λlocal
∑∀i lot[i].area · lot[i].luv

∑∀i lot[i].area
(1)

The global goals capture how well the configuration matches
the optimal (user specified) percentage values for land use
distribution over the whole city. Each lot has an assigned
land use type lot[i].lut and a land use value lot[i].luv that
describes how well the lot is suited for its land use. Hence,
the local goals are evaluated as the sum of these land use
values proportional to the lot areas. The weights are set to
λglobal = 0.5 and λlocal = 0.5 in our results.

To initialize a newly created lot lot[i] we set lot[i].lut to
the land use type which produces the highest system value
luv. We can also perform the same computation for newly
created quarters and blocks. While quarters and blocks are
not included in the land use simulation itself, the computed
land use value is used to determine the street pattern of a new
quarter or a subdivision pattern of a new block. For example,
a block in an industrial zone is divided into much larger lots
than a block in a residential zone (see next section).

The algorithm to update the land use values of ex-
isting lots is inspired by stochastic sampling algorithms,
such as Metropolis-Hastings [CG95] and Simulated Anneal-
ing [KGV83]. There are several goals that we considered
when designing the update algorithm. First, algorithm speed
is very important and we therefore opted against an agent-
based simulation algorithm. Second, we want to adopt the
dynamic disequilibrium approach. We do not want to find

repeat (m) {
i = rand(0, |lots|);
lut = lot[i].lut;
lot[i].lut = rand(0, |T|);
value = compSystemValue(lots);
delta = lastValue - value;

if (accept(delta)) lastValue = value;
else lot[i].lut = lut;

}

Table 3: The update algorithm in pseudo code. The accep-
tance function decides whether to keep a new land use type
based on the difference delta between the new and the last
system value.

the optimal land use configuration, but we want to simulate
the system striving towards better configurations. Third, we
want to be able to configure the algorithm to consider time
and different planning strategies. The resulting update algo-
rithm is described in table 3.

The algorithm is repeated after a time span s (typically
equal to the simulation time step). However, setting the time
span s to a larger period can help switching from a market
driven dynamically changing city to a centrally planned city
where land use is reevaluated every, say 10 years. The vari-
able m is typically set to a percentage of the total number of
lots in the city. For example, we set m to 50% of the existing
lots in the city for a time step of 6 months. The acceptance
function is modeled in such a way that changes are always
accepted if Δluv > treshΔ rejected with a probability propor-
tional to treshΔ − Δluv otherwise. If we do not accept any
negative changes we would only perform local optimization.
Please note that in contrast to simulated annealing we do not
try to force convergence by lowering the probability of ac-
cepting negative changes over time. This is a consequence
of the dynamic disequilibrium approach.

4.2. Global Land Use Goals

The simulation can be controlled by user defined global land
use goals that specify the desired land use percentages of
a city. The land use percentages used in our simulations
are listed in the additional material. The land use criterion
luvglobal should be small if the lot’s land use type (the cur-
rent setting) makes the difference between the actual and the
desired land use percentage larger, and it should be large if
the lot’s land use makes the difference smaller. The larger the
difference between the actual and the desired land use per-
centage (positive or negative), the more articulate (very large
or very small) the land use criterion value luvglobal should
be:

luvglobal = − ∑
t∈T

(
percentt −goalt

scale

)2

(2)

percentt = ∑∀i (lot[i].lut == t) · lot[i].area
∑∀i lot[i].area

(3)
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where goalt is the desired percentage of land use type t and
scale(≈ 0.05) is a parameter which can be used to control
the allowed land use percentage deviation. The squared dis-
tance assures that the land use percentages stay close to the
specified goals.

4.3. Local Land Use Goals

Each land use type is associated with a (user specified) com-
bination of valuation functions. Accordingly, the land use
value of lot[i] is computed as sum over all valuation func-
tions associated with the land use type lot[i].lut:

lot[i].luv = ∑
j

λ j · valuation j(lot[i]) (4)

We found it practical to find a good trade off between gen-
erality and user-friendly modeling. Therefore, we opted to
model the overall land use valuation function as a convex
combination of individual valuation functions valuation j()
that can assume values between 0 and 1. The restriction of
the range brings some limitation, but it greatly simplifies
the modeling, because the user can control the relative im-
portance by setting the convex weights and can have some
intuitive idea of the outcome of the system. As valuation
functions, we decided to use the following mapping func-
tions: (1) step, (2) linear up-ramp, (3) linear down-ramp, (4)
gain up-ramp, and (5) gain down-ramp [PH89]. The ramp
functions are depicted in figure 8. Thus, to define a val-
uation function, the user specifies which of the five func-
tions to use, selects the lot attribute to apply it, and sets the
two boundary values pmin and pmax. Hence, by using these
functions, we can transform the individual lot attributes to
a value between 0 and 1. The needed lot attributes cluster,
in f luence, centerdist, f orestdist, waterdist, tra f f ic, slope,
and elevation are explained in the following.

Figure 8: A land use valuation function is specified by the
mapping functions , the lot attribute to apply it, and 1 or
2 boundary values, i.e. the lot attribute is transformed to
values between 0 and 1. The used functions are step (left),
linear-up (middle), linear-down, gain-up (right) and gain-
down.

Clustering: For several land use types, such as residen-
tial land use, it is an advantage to be close to lots of the
same land use. While some clustering occurs because close
by regions attract the same land use, clustering explicitly en-
codes the advantage of clustered land use plans. Clustering
lot[i].cluster can be computed as the percentage of lots in
the n(≈ 10) nearest lots around the current lot that have the
same land use.

Neighborhood land use: The influence of another land
use type lot[i].in f luencet , with t ∈ T can be computed as
follows. For every land use t it is the weighted percentage of
lots which have the land use t inside a distance (also called
neighborhood) of radius r(≈ 256 meters) around lot[i]. Lots
which are close to the current lot are linearly weighted more
than lots which are far away. The input can be computed
using the following formula:

lot[i].in f luencet = ∑ν∈A (lot[ν].lut == t) ·dist(i,ν)
∑ν∈A dist(i,ν)

(5)

dist(i,ν) =
||lot[i].ctr− lot[ν].ctr|| · lot[ν].area

r
(6)

where A is the set of lot indices which are inside the distance
with radius r around the current lot.

Distance to centers, forest, and water: The Euclidean
distances to the closest city center (lot[i].centerdist), the
nearest forest (lot[i]. f orestdist), and to the nearest water
(lot[i].waterdist) can be computed. To have a similar range
of values during the simulation we normalize the distance by
dividing by the longest distance in the urban configuration.

Traffic: The traffic can have a positive or a negative
influence on the suitability of a certain land use. We set
lot[i].tra f f ic = ∑street[ j].tra f f ic with j being the adjacent
streets of lot[i].

Lot slope: A steep slope of a lot can hinder construction.
The lot slope is evaluated at nslope random locations within
a lot and averaged. Given a height field h(x,y), the lot slope
is computed as the magnitude of the gradient, i.e.

lot[i].slope =
∑nslope

j=1 ‖∇h(x j,y j)‖
nslope

(7)

Elevation: Living on a hill slightly elevated above most
parts of the city is often considered more prestigious. We
can use the height map h(x,y) to compute an average eleva-
tion value by sampling at nelevation random locations in the
lot (normalized with the maximum elevation hmax):

lot[i].elevation =
∑nelevation

j=1 h(x j,y j)

nelevation ·hmax
(8)

5. Building Lot Construction

In this section we explain the subdivision of lots and the gen-
eration of geometric configurations for building construc-
tion. The latter includes the simulation of simplified zoning
regulations and lot price. While these simulations are essen-
tial to produce visual results, they have not been considered
in previous simulations.

5.1. Lot Subdivision

To subdivide blocks into lots, we use a recursive algorithm
similar to [PM01]. Our main observation is that lots are dom-
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Figure 9: A land use type with associated valuation func-
tions is assigned to each lot. The figure shows the resulting
land use values (white = 1 and black = 0) of the example
from figure 4.

inantly rectangular and that lot boundaries are typically or-
thogonal to the street. The input of the algorithm is a polygon
defined by the street boundaries. The land use simulation de-
scribed in the previous section provides us with an estimated
dominant land use type t = block[i].lut. The algorithm recur-
sively splits the polygon and all resulting sub-polygons, until
the area of all sub-polygons is below a user-defined threshold
maxareat , depending on the land use type. If a (sub-)polygon
exists that is bigger than maxareat the algorithm performs
the following steps: (1) simplify the polygon by merging all
collinear edges, (2) the longest side on a street is selected,
(3) a split candidate is stochastically defined approximately
perpendicular in the middle region of the selected side, (4)
if the width-length ratio of the two resulting sub-polygons is
below minratiot , the polygon is split along the split candi-
date, (5) if the ratio constraint cannot be fulfilled even after
several iterations on step (3), we also test sides which are not
on streets. See figure 10 for an illustration of the algorithm.

Figure 10: Left: The initial block (top) is recursive split
(approximately orthogonal to the longest side) until all sub-
polygons are below a land use dependent area threshold.
Right: Resulting lots. Note the different sizes and ratios of
the lots in residential (green) and industrial zones (blue).

5.2. Economy Model

Equitable construction and the maximization of profits is a
dominant factor in architecture. According to the income
approach [BM89], the buildings have to be of proportional
value to the property in order to be reasonable investments.
Therefore, we can compute the monetary value of a lot to be
able to determine its building envelope. First, the price (in
[$]) of a lot is computed:

lot[i].price = lot[i].area ·avgprice[t] · lot[i].luv
∑∀ j lot[ j].luv/n

(9)

where n is the current number of lots and avgprice[t] is a
time-dependent parameter specifying the average price per
m2 of the city (bigger cities are typically more expensive).
Now we can compute the required floor space, i.e. the effec-
tive area in [m2] where residents live and work, that would
make the building profitable:

lot[i]. f loorspace = lot[i].price ·marginlot[i].lut (10)

where margint is a truncated Gaussian distribution defined
per land use type t. The bigger the margin, the more
floorspace is required. Analogous, we can compute the es-
timated number of residents lot[i].residents on a lot with the
interestrate. This economy model is easy to control and un-
derstand.

5.3. Building Envelope Generation

Detailed construction regulations typically include setbacks
from the street, the back, and the sides of a building, a con-
struction zone within the building, and height regulations.
These construction regulations result in a building envelope.
An example is given in figure 11. Each land use type t has
their own range of setback values that can be determined
stochastically for each block. Additionally, we use variations
for how far a building can move back from the front setback.
After determining the floor plan we can reuse results from
the previous section to compute the height and number of
floors.

lot[i].nFloors =
lot[i]. f loorspace

lot[i].envelope.area
(11)

After the building envelope has been determined, the ac-
tual building geometry can be created. We use a library of
configurable buildings for every land use using parametric
shape grammars [MWH∗06]. We orient the building accord-
ing to the street with the highest traffic value and use the
shape grammar to create models that respect the envelope
and the land use type.

5.4. Building Substitution

Existing buildings may be substituted, depending on the
building age lot[i].age and by measuring the value discrep-
ancy Δprice of the actual lot[i]. f loorspace/marginlot[i].lut
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Figure 11: Based on the land use type and price of a lot
we can compute the final building envelope. Here, the colors
indicate the land use types and one square corresponds to
5x5 meters.

of the existing building and the price of a potential new
building lot[i].price. We model a substitution probability
psub(lot[i]) = f1(lot[i].age)+ f2(Δprice) using user selected
functions f1 and f2 (see previous section) and compute ac-
tual replacements via sampling.

6. Results

The goal of this section is to evaluate 1) simulation speed, 2)
realism by comparing to a real environment, and 3) model-
ing expressiveness by demonstrating the simulation of time-
dependent phenomena.

Speed: We recorded the speed as a function of the number
of streets for the simulation shown in figure 4 on a 2Ghz PC.
The final city has 3005 streets and the total simulation time
is 58.3 seconds (see figure 12).

Figure 12: For each simulation step of a growing city we
show the computation speed. On the x-axis we list the num-
ber of streets in the city at a given simulation step and on the
y-axis the simulation time in milliseconds for traffic simula-
tion, land use simulation, and total simulation time.

Realism: We conducted this test to evaluate the similarity
of our land use patterns to real data from Las Vegas. This test
should demonstrate that our simulation framework is flexible
and can be configured to produce realistic growth patterns.
We chose Las Vegas because it is one of the fastest grow-
ing cities in recent times and the growth is well documented.

We started with an old map from year 1950 of Las Vegas and
continued to simulate growth for 25 years and compared it
to the real land use data (see figure 13). The result has an ex-
tent of 20 square kilometers. Our simulation was designed in
about two hours by experimentally tuning parameters. Dur-
ing the simulation, we only made two interactive changes:
After 10 years of development, we moved the city center
in South direction and added two growth centers to invoke
the elliptic East-West development. We implemented a ver-
sion of Wei et al.’s texture similarity metric [WHZ∗08] for
a quantitative comparison of the simulation image IS to the
ground truth image GT . Both images use integer values to
encode different land uses. For each pixel in IS we construct
an n×n pixel neighborhood and find the most similar neigh-
borhood in GT . To compare two neighborhoods we compute
the percentage of identical values:

Similarity(X ,Z) = ∑
p∈X

(sim(xp,zp))/NumPixelsInX (12)

sim(xp,zp) =
1

n∗n

n∗n

∑
i=1

(xp(i) == zp(i)) (13)

where X and Y are the images that should be compared, p is
a pixel in X , xp a pixel neighborhood around p, zp is the best
matching neighborhood for xp in Y , and == compares to
values and returns 1 if they are identical (0 otherwise). Intu-
itively Sim measures the average similarity of two images. In
table 4 we show the results for computing Similariy(IS,GT )
and Similarity(GT, IS).

neighborhood size 4 8 12 16 25
Similarity(IS, GT) 0.99 0.93 0.87 0.82 0.74
Similarity(GT, IS) 0.98 0.92 0.86 0.8 0.72

Table 4: The average similarity of the simulated city com-
pared with the ground truth data. The best possible value is
1.0 which indicated 100% similarity. We used textures of size
238×178 for the comparison.

Time-dependent Phenomena: The most important time-
dependent phenomenon is urban growth. We show an ex-
ample of a fictional European city in figure 1 and show the
screen shots from our interactive simulation environment
rendered in real-time. Figure 15 completes this series and
shows a final close-up view of the same city. We simulated
Las Vegas (figure 13) as an example of urban growth in a
Western American city. In figure 14 we show two tempo-
ral phenomena on a small scale. On the left we show how
lower density residential buildings are replaced by higher
density residential ones. On the right we show a transition
of a city based on sustainable development. A third transi-
tion is shown in the additional material from a residential
area to a commercial one.

Editing: The fast simulation speed allows us to integrate
user interaction with simulation. For example, our frame-
work allows the user to change and insert streets and to
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Figure 13: Our system can grow real cities. Top left shows
a map of Las Vegas from 1950 with our overlaid initial sim-
ulation data (reality-based). On the right side the steps after
5, 10, 15 and 20 years. The bottom row shows on the left the
real land use map of Las Vegas after 25 years in 1975 and
on the right our simulation in 1975. Total simulation time:
291 seconds.

paint land-use values during simulation. This feature is high-
lighted in the video and the additional materials (figure 16).

7. Discussion

Comparison to urban planning simulations: In the cur-
rent state we do not believe a formal comparison to exist-
ing urban simulation software, such as UrbanSim is useful,
because the output and goals are too different. On the one
hand, to the best of our knowledge we propose the first geo-
metric urban simulation system and our main output are two-
dimensional maps and three-dimensional cities that change
over time. Other simulation systems cannot produce this out-
put. On the other hand, we designed a simulation system
that focuses on recreating visually realistic urban patterns
of land use and transportation. We did not attempt to tune
the simulation to match existing urban data nor do we sim-
ulate variables that have little visual importance (e.g. energy
consumption). We plan to address this in future work.

Comparison to computer graphics simulations: While
there is some initial work in urban simulation, we believe
that the existing attempts are not developed far enough
to be competitive. For example, the grid structure of
the simulation could not be overcome by competing ap-

Figure 14: Two time series are shown in the columns. The
left series shows the transition from low density to high den-
sity in the city center. The right column shows a transition
of a city based on sustainable development with sufficient
green areas.

proaches [HMFN04, LWW∗07, Wat07]. A key aspect for
high quality visual output are meaningful street orientations
and lot geometry that is not dominated by a regular grid of
the simulation.

Limitations: The main difficulty of such a large simu-
lation system is to find a useful set of parameters to pro-
duce simulations of high visual quality. In practice, the most
important inputs to the simulation are the grow centers and
the two growth rates (streetgrowth[t] and avgprice[t]). These
parameters can be interactively controlled during the simu-
lation. In our experience a reasonable setup can be achieved
in about one hours, and the fast simulation times help giving
quick visual feedback for tuning parameters. We expect that
a new user needs to study the simulation and its parameters
for about one full day to produce high quality results.

8. Conclusion

We presented a geometric urban simulation system. In con-
trast to previous work we included the geometric component
of streets and lots in the simulation rather than working with
data on a regular grid. We included geometric rules for the
generation of streets, lots, and land use on a small scale. As a
result we demonstrated that the visual output of the simula-
tion can be drastically improved compared to previous work
opening the door to new applications in computer graphics,
visualization, virtual worlds, and education.

We would like to thank Urban Weber for his continuous
support, and Andreas Ulmer (Procedural Inc.) for helping
with the production of the three-dimensional urban models.
Peter Wonka was supported by NSF and NGA.
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